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To: LEISURE SERVICES COMMITTEE 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

Subject: CREATIVE SCOTLAND: THE CASE 
FOR A NATIONAL CULTURAL 
STRATEGY 

REPORT 

Date: 16 November 98 Ref: AM/KH 

rom: DIRECTOR OF LEISURE SERVICES i“ 
1 .  Introduction 

This report summarises the “Creative Scotland” report produced by the National Culture Agencies in 
Scotland and recommends that the Council endorses the case for a National Cultural Strategy. 

2. Background information 

This paper was commissioned by the National Cultural Agencies in Scotland, i.e the Scottish Arts 
Council, Scottish Screen, Scottish Library Association, the Scottish Museums Council and COSLA in 
preparation for the forthcoming establishment of the Scottish Parliament in July 1999. 

0 It aims to show that there is a vital cultural dimension to every aspect of Government activity. 

0 It draws on proven experience to show how the central concerns of Parliament and people can be 
addressed through cultural activity. 

0 It highlights how our artists, cultural industries, museums and libraries have helped make modem 
Scotland one of the most dynamic regions in Europe. 

0 It emphasises Scotland’s unique track record of creativity in technology and the arts. 

0 It states that “By establishing a National Cultural Strategy, the Scottish Parliament will lay the 
foundations of a modem, creative society, add values to other areas of work and demonstrate its 
vision for a creative Scotland in the 21st century”. 

3. Scotland on a changing world 

The report points out that Scotland regains its Parliament in a rapidly shrinking world, where 
globalisation has eroded many old certainties and, at the same time, the rise of regionalism gives the 
country new room for autonomy. It contends that sustainable growth now depends on the capacity to 
innovate, to be creative and to apply our knowledge and that Scotland’s culture is its greatest national 
resource. 
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4 Scotland’s challenges 

The report identifies the challenge facing Scotland and the action Parliament can taken in relation to 
the role of Cultural Services as follows: 

0 Employment and the economy 
Parliament can promote sustainable economic development by nurturing a creative business and 
education environment. 

Social inclusion 
Parliament can respond to the fact and the consequences of social inclusion by making imaginative 
use of cultural services and activity. 

Learning and employability 
Parliament can support individual employability through a cultural approach to learning which 
builds capacity and remains accessible throughout life. 

Healthy communities 
Parliament can promote effective partnerships for health by recognising culture as a force for 
education, social change and better quality of life. 

Democratic renewal 
Parliament can renew democratic participation by using cultural resources to sustain discussion 
about aspirations, priorities and services. 

0 Image and identity 
Parliament can show by example that culture is both the distillation of historical identity and the 
expression - social and economic - of contemporary Scottish society. 

Political challenges, cultural responses 
Because a Scottish Parliament belongs to, and shares a common culture with, the people of 
Scotland, it is the right forum in which to respond to these challenges. And by recoyisin: this 
cultural dimension Parliament can secure the best chance of success. 

5 .  Culture as an agent of development 

The paper states that “culture is at the heart of Scottish society” and that cultur.ii o r : ‘ . i ~ ’ i \ . i ! i t ~ r i ~  do not 
want to be passive recipients of public funds; but active agents of deve1opni:ri: I :  & I ! L , \  ways in 
which:- 

0 Culture creates wealth and employment 
e.g. 2% of Scotland’s workforce are in cultural industries 

Culture is the language of national conversion 
i.e. cultural projects can change the way we see the past and raise questions about prc‘xnt priorities. 

Culture expresses identity 
Unique characteristics of communities can be expressed through art or language. 

Culture is international dialogue 
The cultural products, services and images of Scotland are the country’s principal marketing tool. 
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Culture enriches tourism 
e.g. 83% of overseas tourists visit heritage sites 

Culture can combat poverty 
e.g. by giving people advice and assistance with obtaining information on things such as housing 
and pensions. 

Culture supports freedom of information 
e.g. libraries are the primary means of reducing the information gap between rich and poor. 

Culture adds value to learning 
e.g. arts and museums develop creative, physical and perceptual skills 

0 Culture nurtures young talent 
People acquire the skills of independence and communication skills through arts activities 

Culture can sustain rural communities 
Helps to develop social cohesion and community capacity building in isolated areas 

0 Culture brings people together 
Cultural activities enable people to come together in celebration, enjoyment and social interaction. 

Culture builds local organisational capacity 
The support of National Cultural Agencies, local authorities and professional groups helps build the 
organisational capacity of local voluntary groups. 

Culture supports innovation 
e.g. the development of new ways of thinking, feeling and seeing. 

Culture adds value 
“policies to address the changes facing the new Parliament which ignore the cultural dimension are 
doomed to failure”. 

6. National Cultural Statistics 

The report highlights various indicators of cultural activity on a national basis:- 

* In 1997 / 98 the Scottish Arts Council invested over 250 million in the arts; there are around 340 : 
dedicated arts venues attracting over 27 million people annually. 

Scotland has 674 library outlets, with the highest use in Europe outside Scandinavia - over 50 
million items borrowed yearly, by 29 million visitors. Libraries create over 5,000 jobs. 

0 There are about 350 museums in Scotland, attracting well over 10 million visitors annually. They 
employ 1,500 people, 23% of jobs in all visitor attractions. 

In 1996 12 feature films were produced in Scotland, at a local spend of almost 223 million. 
Production companies in Scotland turn over at least 229 million. Annual cinema admissions are 16 
million, while the sector employs 1,400 people. 
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0 Scottish local authorities spend at least 2200 million on culture? including E79 million on library 
services, E30 million on museums and f3S million on the arts, as well as their support for education 
and business. 

7 .  Culture And The Scottish Parliament 

The report proposes that the Scottish Parliament should prioritise culture for the following main 
reasons:- 

0 Culture is everywhere 
There is a cultural dimension to everything the Scottish Parliament will address. 

0 Culture is change 
Cultural activities are drivers of change and allow people to express the experience of change. 

0 Culture is popular 
Culture is reflected in thelocal and national identity of the Scots. 

Culture is achievable 
The Scottish Parliament will be able to implement cultural changes more quickly than many other 
areas of concern as the information is already largely in place. 

8. What Kind Of Cultural Strategv? 

The report argues that there is one fundamental principle that must be applied to any kind of cultural 
strategy, i.e. a National Cultural Strategy must be truly inclusive so that it can: 

0 Embrace the entire cultural sector; 
0 Reflect the whole spectrum of activity; 

Celebrate the rich diversity of cultural identity; 
0 Support the role of culture across public policy. 

An inclusive strategy will match the daily experience of the arts and cultural sectors, seen for example 
in the trend towards integrated cultural services in local authorities. 

9. How Might the Scottish Parliament Develop A Strategy? 

The report proposes that a National Cultural Strategy established by Parliament should allow for local 
interpretation. It should also be: 

Visionary, clear and short; 
0 Flexible, open and enabling; 
0 Committed to equity, diversity and excellence. 

10. What Parliamentarv Structures Can Deliver a Strategv? 

The final question addressed is what administrative structure can best deliver the National Cultural 
Stratezy. Three alternatives are given: 
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Cultural affairs within a department of the Executive; 
A Ministry of Cultural Affairs; 
Government by objective. 

However, while the National Cultural Agencies and COSLA believe that an inclusive National Cultural 
Strategy is an absolute priority, the mechanism by which i t  is delivered is seen to be a crucial but 
secondary question. None the less. the considered preference of the National Cultural Agencies is for a 
Ministry of Cultural Affairs as overall the best guarantor of sustainable cultural development in 
Scotland. 

1 1 .  Copv of Report 

A copy of the full report is available from the Director of Leisure Services. 

12. Recommendation 

It is recommended that: 

( 1 ) the Leisure Services Committee endorses the views contained within this report in relation to a 
case for a National Cultural Strategy. 

(2) supports the case wherever appropriate. 
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